QEP Rubric Simplified...I hope

Elements:

1. **Purpose**: Thesis statement. Is it strong and clearly stated?
2. **Question at Issue**: Focus. Is your paper organized around your thesis statement? Did you stick to the topic?
3. **Assumptions**: Depends on your subject matter (TV Show) Is _____________ a good/bad representation of the American Family? What do we (society) assume about them? Are our assumptions correct?
4. **Implications and Consequences**: Think of all the ways TV influences society. How has the family dynamic (TV show) impacted society? Or has it?
5. **Concepts**: Support! Explanation! Don’t assume I know what you are talking about.
6. **Conclusions/Interpretation**: Based on your support. Can your conclusions/interpretations be supported by the support you give.
7. **Points of view**: Other voices. This is where research could be helpful. Can you illustrate other points of view, either in support of or in conflict with your own? This could be intertwined with assumptions.
8. **Core Values**: Address at least one of our core values specifically. Respect. Community. Integrity. Excellence. Responsible Stewardship. Professional Development.
9. **Decision Making**: Did you include all of the above elements in your paper. Did they help you build to your conclusion?